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Article history:

There are over 100 clinical trials worldwide focused on developing an HIV cure. Research
participants will assume substantial individual risks while receiving little or no individual
benefit. Physicians will have important dual roles of leading HIV cure research studies and
guiding patient expectations. Many low and middle-income nations have started HIV cure trials,
including China. The goal of this study was to better understand physician attitudes, behaviors,
and perceptions of HIV cure research within the context of China. We conducted a quantitative
and qualitative evidence review of published literature on physician perceptions of HIV cure in
China. Quantitative survey data revealed that physicians rarely believed HIV was curable, but
this perception may be more common compared to other countries. Qualitative data showed
that inconsistent terminology used among physicians may contribute to the perception of HIV
as curable. The belief that HIV is curable among some physicians in China may be related
to the influence of traditional Chinese medicine beliefs. Rather than seeking elimination of
pathogens, traditional Chinese medicine aims to achieve harmony between organs and a vital
life force. In this context, HIV infection can be seen as a temporary state of imbalance rather
than an irreversible change. There is a wide range of physician perceptions about HIV cure in
China. Conflicting information about HIV cure from physicians and other sources could thwart
the progress of HIV cure research. Enhancing patient-physician communication about ongoing
HIV cure research trials will be important for developing an HIV cure.
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1. Introduction
Over the past three decades, HIV infection has changed from a
death sentence to a manageable condition. Timothy Ray Brown’s
possibly curative long-term remission[1] alongside other clinical HIV
cure researches may slowly transit HIV from incurable to curable.
As with other paradigm shifts, cure research will bring unintended
consequences[2]. For example, early success in HIV cure research
may change expectations for current HIV cure efforts[3]. Just as
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alternative and counterfeit HIV medications proliferated following
the adoption of antiretroviral drugs[4,5], unproven curative treatments
may similarly be spreading[6-8]. Already, prominent physicians in
Iran[3] and Egypt[9] have promoted HIV cures that were ultimately
ineffective, confusing patients and jeopardizing their antiretroviral
drug compliance[6]. As HIV cure research continues, physicians
are positioned to guide patients through the uncertainties and risks.
Vital to the success of cure research, physicians will lead research
studies focused on how to discuss HIV cure among other physicians
and with patients[10,11]. Physicians’ perceptions of HIV cure may
influence both the success and consequences of HIV cure research.
In China, physician perceptions of HIV cure are particularly
important. First, China is expanding clinical HIV cure research[12]
and is currently recruiting patients for a phase III study aimed at
achieving virological remission[13]. Second, traditional Chinese
medicine (TCM) treatments are believed by both providers and
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patients as being able to cure HIV early on in the epidemic[14-19].
TCM is commonly used in China[20] and has been a part of China’s
cure effort (Figure 1). Third, HIV cure research has been identified
as a priority according to both the National Institute of Health and
the National Natural Science Foundation of China[21]. We conducted
a mixed methods review to investigate physician perceptions of HIV
cure and how these perceptions may influence HIV cure research.
While there is some social science literature on HIV cure research in
high-income settings[2,10,11,22] similar research is needed in low and
middle-income settings.

health professionals in China may be related to philosophies and
teachings of TCM. As one TCM practitioner explained early on in the
AIDS epidemic (1990):
“Somebody asked me can you make a cure for AIDS? I can say
yes, I can say no. No, because [we] never experienced [this] in
China; yes, because traditional Chinese medicine helps the patient’s
body get strong; the immune system rises. That means you can cure
any disease. I don’t care about disease name.”[14].
Rather than seeking elimination of pathogens, TCM aims to
achieve harmony between the bodies organs and vital life force[20].
HIV infection can be seen more as a temporary state of imbalance
rather than an irreversible change. As described by one patient while
describing his reasons for choosing a TCM practitioner:
“I believe in Chinese medicines more. The human body is not
just a unit but also a correlated and balanced system. Therefore, I
definitely would keep using traditional Chinese medicines to adjust
my own balance. From the perspective of Qi, or for my own body’s
good, I need to increase my body’s strengths. Everyone has viruses
in his or her body, either this one or that one. When your immune
system is strong, those viruses become weak, with no doubt. When
your positive forces are enhanced, the negative forces must be
weakened. So I will boost my own positive forces through Chinese
medicine.”[34].
Similar to English[11], accurate terminology is necessary to ensure
clarity in Chinese. The mandarin words “zhi yu” (treat heal) and “zhi
hao” (treat good) can both be used to mean cure[33]. Although the
term “zhi yu” is exclusively used with the physicians in the studies
listed in Table 1, “zhi hao” is used by physicians[33] when discussing
HIV cure with patients. More researches are needed into how
physicians explain HIV cure to patients.

2. Quantitative research
We found five research articles that provided quantitative estimates
of physician perceptions of HIV cure[23-27]. Physician belief in HIV
cure ranged from 1.4%-75.0% (Table 1). While the percentages in
Table 1 vary widely and are difficult to compare, overall they appear
consistent with other low and middle-income countries such as
Rwanda (16%) and Egypt (8.2%)[28,29]. Physicians in the two studies
done after 2009 may be influenced by Timothy Ray Brown [1],
the Mississippi Child[30], or other early cure research[31]. In the
US among a sample of 132 physicians a reported 2% of doctors
were judged as being without basic knowledge of HIV, a definition
that included whether HIV is curable[32]. The limited literature
on physician perceptions of HIV cure suggests the need for more
researches.

3. Qualitative research
We identified two qualitative research studies on physician
perceptions of HIV cure[14,33]. The belief HIV is curable among
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Figure 1. Timeline of major HIV cure events internationally and within China.
Table 1
Five research studies examining physician belief in HIV cure (1999-2010) in several Chinese provinces.
Study
Jiang et al. 2006[26]
Qu & Wu 2014[24]
Chen et al. 2002[27]
Li et al. 2000 [25]
Xiu 2013[23]
a

Date collected
2006
Not reported
Not reported
1999
2010

Province
Shandong
Liaoning
Hainan
Multiple citiesb
Shandong

Sample size
1 310
285
33
870
153

Question wording
Is there a medicine or vaccine to cure AIDS?
AIDS is incurable now
Is AIDS curable now?
HAART can cure HIV
HARRT cannot cure AIDS

Answer
Yes
False
Yes
Yes
False

Percentagea (%)
4.0
15.0
75.0
1.4
4.5

: All percentages reflect belief that curing HIV is possible; b: Sample was a convenience sample of physicians in multiple cities; HAART: Highly active
anti-retroviral therapy.
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4. Discussion
Quantitative data suggest that belief of HIV as curable is not
particularly common among Chinese physicians but maybe higher
than that in low-income countries. Understanding physicians’
knowledge of HIV cure will be important for improving patients’
health. In Tanzania for example where physicians have relatively
little knowledge of HIV cure[35,36], rumors about curing HIV have
led to decreased medication adherence[6,36]. Encouragingly however,
short intensive educational lectures on HIV have been effective in
decreasing the percent of physicians that believe in a cure[37]. More
researches are needed to more accurately gauge Chinese physicians’
knowledge of HIV, especially studies that can accurately account for
recent developments in HIV cure research.
With ongoing HIV cure research, however, it will no longer be
sufficient for physicians to merely say that HIV is incurable. News
coverage of biomedical HIV cure efforts may have the unintended
consequence of normalizing unproven HIV cures. Before reports of
Timothy Ray Brown, physicians could simply tell patients HIV is
incurable and any treatments marketed as otherwise are fraudulent.
Conflicting information about HIV cure from physicians and the
media should be investigated as a potential health risk. After learning
about biomedical HIV cure efforts, patients may be more willing
to pursue treatments advertised as being able to cure HIV. More
researches are needed into how physicians should talk with patients
about HIV cure and dissuade patients from using unproven therapies.
Qualitative research revealed that Chinese physicians have
multiple words when referencing HIV cure. The term “zhi yu”
appears to be used among physicians and resembles a sterilizing
cure. Alternatively, “zhi hao” is more familiar to patients and
implies a temporary, symptoms based treatment possible analogous
to remission. For self resolving illnesses such as the common
cold it is easy to see how these terms could be interchangeable: a
medication that left you symptom free until your body cleared the
illness could seem synonymous with a cure. For chronic infections
such as HIV the distinction between symptomatic and curative
treatments becomes more pronounced. Medications that reduce
HIV-infected individual’s symptoms could be described as “zhi
hao” and mistakenly interpreted as a lasting cure. The differences
between these two terms may have roots in the differences between
biomedical and TCM based theories of HIV. Attributing HIV to a
correctable imbalance rather than a concrete infection is consistent
with the notion of HIV as curable and could contribute to the
perception that HIV is curable.
This study has several limitations. Due to the novelty of the subject
matter, relatively few relevant studies were found. Additionally this
review does not specify the type of doctor included in each study.
This is important for the implication these perceptions could have
for patient care and future research. In China, the vast majority of
HIV patients are treated by infectious disease specialists rather than
primary care doctors. The perceptions discussed in this study may
not be representative of doctors that have clinical interactions with
HIV patients or are involved in cure research.
Future efforts should be take to use clear terminology and
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minimize misunderstandings between patients, biomedical, and
TCM physicians. This is especially important with the growing role
TCM has in HIV cure research. Over 20 000 known TCM substances
have been catalogued for biomedical research, many of which
have been shown to interact with HIV[38,39]. In particular, ingenols
isolated from a TCM herb have shown promise in activating latent
HIV reservoirs[40], an often cited barrier in cure research[39,41,42].
Although HIV cure may be many years away from entering
mainstream clinical medicine, healthcare professionals should be
prepared to guide patients through this exciting transition.
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